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Unit 1

1	 Choose the correct word.

Hi, Mia,

I’m really (1) nervous / fed up LLL. There’s 

a party tonight and I can’t go because I can’t 

(2) get over / get out of my cold. I’m sure it’ll be really fun, 

and I’m (3) lonely / angry that I’m at home. Mom and Dad 

have gone to see a movie about sharks. I don’t know why. 

Mom is (4) terrified of / worried by sharks! LOL

Anyhow, while I was sitting here feeling (5) lonely / nervous, 

I suddenly remembered that I haven’t replied to your 

e-mail. So, now I feel (6) tired / embarrassed KKK instead 

of (7) glad / miserable, which is better.

I was really (8) glad / scared JJJ when I got your last 

mail. You sounded really (9) bored / happy. I was really 

(10) worried / frightened that you’d be unhappy when you 

went away. I can’t wait for you to (11) get back / get over 

for Christmas. I want you to meet Danny, my new boyfriend. 

He’s great – I’m sure you’ll (12) get away / get along. I’m so 

(13) excited / pleased that I can’t sleep.

Write again soon,

Anna xxx

To: Mia  From: Anna  Subject: Hello!

2	 Add the prefix dis- or un- to make the opposites of 
these words, and complete the sentences.

approve    employed    fair    honest    pleasant    satisfied   

1	 He’s very   dishonest  . He tells a lot of lies, and he 
cheats in exams.

2	 After she lost her job, she was      for 
several months.

3	 Everyone thought the test was      because 
some of the questions were too difficult.

4	 He’s a really      person. He’s rude to 
everyone and very unfriendly.

5	 If you are      with the service in the 
restaurant, you should complain to the manager.

6	 My parents      of my brother’s lifestyle. 
He stays at home watching DVDs all day.

Unit 2

1	 Choose the correct word.

Hi, Kerry,

How are things?

I saw a great movie last night. It was 

(1) awful / silly / amazing. I know you don’t like 

(2) science-fiction / horror / action movies because 

you’re not interested in space and the future, but 

you really should see this one. I don’t know how they 

(3) came up with / gave up / grew up the story, but 

it was (4) excellent / boring / disappointing, both 

(5) silly / terrible / interesting and (6) thrilling / awful / boring. 

I won’t tell you what happens, as you won’t enjoy it so 

much if you watch it.

It’s called “The Hunger Games”, and it’s on at the movie 

theater in downtown. You can (7) turn up / look up / set up 

the times on their website. I’d like to see it again, so I could 

go and (8) give up / pick up / stand up some tickets for us. 

What do you think?

Love, Sophia

To: Kerry  From: Sophia  Subject: Great movie

2	  Add the suffix -ful or -less to these words to make 
adjectives, and complete the sentences.

harm (x2)    help    home    shape    sleep    use (x2)

1	 This snake doesn’t bite. It’s completely   harmless  .

2	 There are a lot of      people sleeping on 
the streets in cities like Los Angeles.

3	 This new coffee machine doesn’t work. It’s 
completely     !

4	 The use of this medicine can have a      
effect on the body. Take care!

5	 That dress doesn’t suit her. It’s 
completely     .

6	 Thank you for your advice. It was really     .

7	 I’ve had a lot of      nights recently 
worrying about my exams.

8	 Memory sticks are really      devices. You 
can carry them in your pocket, and they hold a lot of 
information.




